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1. The problem 
A well-known puzzle concerns the determination of the amounts of liquid that 
can be measured with a given set of vessels. Consider the case of three vessels, 
numbered 0, 1,2, each of which may initially be full or empty. A distribution of 
the total amount of liquid over the three vessels is called a position. We present a 
program for the determination of all positions that can be reached from the given 
initial position by zero or more pourings. In a pouring, the liquid in one vessel is 
poured into another until the supplying vessel is empty or the receiving one full; 
no liquid is spilled. Given are three natural numbers ZJ~, vl, v2 (Ui >O) and three 
boolean values bo, 61, bZ (not all bi are equal): 
vi = volume of vessel i, 
bi = vessel i initially full. 
Since the volumes are natural numbers, the set of reachable positions is finite. 
Our program produces this set in time proportional to the set’s cardinality. The 
amount of storage it requires is fixed, i.e. independent of the number of reachable 
positions. We call such a program a fixed-space program. 
In every position there are six different continuations: pourings from each vessel 
into one of the other two. Not every continuation will be helpful - repeating the 
preceding pouring, for example, will not change the position. Since we want to find 
a fixed-space solution, the program cannot record the positions produced. There- 
fore, we shall reduce the pourings allowed in each position in such a way that the 
resulting pourings are guaranteed to lead to new positions. 
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2. Positions 
Every position is characterized by three natural numbers a~, al, u2, in which Ui 
is the amount of liquid in vessel i. We have 
(Vi: OGi c2: OSUi <Vi). (2.1) 
It is given that 
(Vi: OCiC2: Vi>O)* (2.2) 
Actually, two of the three amounts suffice to characterize a position. For we have, 
with t denoting the total amount of liquid in the three vessels, 
uo+u1+uz=t. (2.3) 
Since not all 6i are equal, we also have 
O<t<vo+ul+uz. (2.4) 
Since a pouring makes one vessel empty or the other one full, every reachable 
position satisfies (by definition, this holds for the initial position as well) 
(3i: OSiC2: Ui=OVUi=Zli)* (2.5) 
We restrict ourselves to positions satisfying (2.5). In what follows, 0 denotes 
addition modulo 3. A position satisfying 
(3i:OCiC2: (Ui=viAUiOl=2)i01)V(Ui=OAUiol=O)) (2.6) 
is called an absolute extremum. A position satisfying 
(3i: OSiS2: Ui=z)i AUi@l=OAO<Ui@Z<Zli@2) (2.7) 
is called a positive extremum. A position satisfying 
(3i: O G i C 2: Ui = O A UiGl= Uiel A 0 < Uim2 < UiQ2) (2.8) 
is called a negutiue extremum. A position satisfying 
(3i: OCiS2: (Ui=OVUi=Ui) 
AO<Uiel < uial A 0 < Uio2 < bio2) (2.9) 
is called an internal position. Notice that each position belongs to exactly one of 
these four categories. 
Consider the position in which Ui is maximal and Uiml minimal (0 s i 6 2): 
Ui = min(t, Ui), (2.10) 
Ui@l= max(0, t - Ui - Ui@z)* (2.11) 
Property 2.1. A position satisfying (2.10) and (2.11) satisfies 
Ui = Vi V Ui@2 = 0 (2.12) 
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and 
Ui@l = 0 V Ui@2 = Ui@2 e (2.13) 
Proof. (2.12): Assume ai <Q. ((2.1) excludes ai >ui.) Then, on account of (2.10), 
Ui = t. Hence, by (2.1) and (2.3), Ui02 = 0. 
(2.13): Assume Ui,r>O. ((2.1) excludes uier ~0.) Then, because of (2.11), 
Uier = t - Ui - UiB2 and t > vi + uio2. We thus have, by (2.2), t > vi and hence, by 
(2.10), ai = vi. Using (2.3), this leads to 
Ui@2 = t - Ui - Ui@l 
=t-Vi-((t-Vi-Vioz)=Vi~Z. 0 
In what follows, references to (2.1) through (2.5) will not always be explicitly 
mentioned. 
Property 2.2. A position satisfying (2.10) and (2.11) is a positive extremum when 
O < aiQ2 < uiO29 and an absolute extremum otherwise. 
Proof. Distinguish three cases: 
(i) 0 < Uie2 < Vie2. Because of (2.12) and (2.13), ai = vi and aiel= 0. 
(ii) Uiez = 0. Because of (2.13), ai@r = 0. 
(iii) Uie2 = vio2. Because of (2.12), Ui = vi. 
In case (i) we have a positive extremum, in cases (ii) and (iii) an absolute 
extremum. Cl 
Property 2.3. Equations (2.10) and (2.11) represent three distinct positions for i = 0, 
i=l,undi=2. 
Proof. (By contradiction.) Assume there exists a position that satisfies (2.10) and 
(2.11) for i = j and i = j0 1. For that position Ujei = max(O, t - vj - ujo2) and 
Ujel= min(t, vi&. Hence, 
max(O, t - Vj -vi& = mink Vjel). 
Then 
t - Vj - vj@2 = min(t, Vj@l) 
and, hence, 
t - Vj - Vj@2 = Vj@l. 
This contradicts (2.4). q 
Property 2.4. For every absolute or positive extremum there exists a value of i such 
that this position satisfies (2.10) and (2.11). 
Proof. (By cases.) 
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(i) Absolute extremum with two full vessels: Let j be such that aj = Vj A ajBl= 
ujel. Then t 2 zlj + ZIjol and Ujo2 = t - 21j - vjols We show that this position is a solution 
of (2.10) and (2.11) for i =j@l, i.e. that it is a solution of 
aj@l = mink vj@l)v 
Uj@2 =max(O, t -zljg+l-Uj). 
Substituting the position in the formulae above yields 
UjOl = mink UjOl), 
t - Uj - zlj@l = max(O, t - Uj@l - Uj)* 
Since t 3 Uj + Viol, both formulae reduce to true. 
(ii) Absolute extremum with two empty vessels: Let j be such that Uj = 0 A Ujel= 
0. Then t = ajQ2 and, hence, t G UjQ2. Substituting this position in (2.10) and (2.11) 
for i = j 02 yields 
t = min(t, ?Jj@2), 
0 = max(O, t -vi@;! - vj@l)a 
Since t s ujo2, both formulae reduce to true. 
(iii) Positive extremum: Let j be such that aj = uj A ajel= 0 A 0 < Uj@2 < ujo2. Then 
vi < t < zlj + zljo2. Substituting this position in (2.10) and (2.11) for i = j yields 
Dj = min(t, Uj), 
0 = max(O, t - ?Jj - Zlj@2)* 
Since Vj < t < Vj + Vj@2, both formulae reduce to true. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Equations (2.10) and (2.11) represent for i = 0, i = 1, and i = 2 all 
absolute and all positive extrema exactly once. The number of absolute or positive 
extrema is, consequently, three. 
3. Pourings and moves 
We denote a pouring from vessel i into vessel j (i Zj) by i + j. Pouring i + j 
changes ui and aj as follows: 
ai, Uj I= max(O, Ui + Uj - Vj), min(ai + Ujp vj). (3.1) 
Since max(0, ai + aj - vi) + min(ai + aj, vi) = ai + aj, it does not change ai + ~j. 
Property 3.1. Pouring i + j leads to u position satisfying ui = 0 v aj = vi. 
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Proof. According to the Assignment Rule [2,3], in order for a statement XO, XI:=EO, 
El to result in a state satisfying predicate P(xo, xi) its initial state should satisfy 
P(Eo, El). Applying this rule yields that the initial state of the pouring should satisfy 
max(O, Ui + aj - lJj) = 0 V min(Ui + Uj, Vj) = zlj 
which is obviously the case. 0 
Property 3.2. The sequence of pourings 
i@l+i;i@2+i;i@l+i@2 
leads to a position satisfying (2.10) and (2.11). 
(3.2) 
Proof. Repeated application of the Assignment Rule yields that (3.2) leads to a 
position satisfying (2.10) and (2.11) if the initial position of (3.2) satisfies the 
following predicate: 
min(aioz + min(uiol + Ui, Vi), Vi) = min(t, Vi) 
A max(O, max(0, aiOl + Ui - Vi) + max(O, UC@2 +min(Uior + Ui, Ui) - Vi) - uiO2) 
=max(O, t -Ui -Oi@*). 
By separately considering the cases UiBr + Ui 2 vi and aimi + ui s Vi it becomes evident 
that the predicate above reduces to true. Cl 
A pouring i + j is called a mozle if initially 
Ui>OAUj<Vp (3.3) 
Corollary 3.3. A pouring is culled a move if and only if it has distinct initial and 
final positions. 
A move involving vessels i and i 0 1 (0. I -= ‘s 2) is called an internal move when 
0 < Ui@2 < vi@32 and an extreme move when aiB2 = 0 v ai02 = vio2. 
Corollary 3.4. An extreme move leads to an extreme position. (An internal move 
does not necessarily lead to an internal position.) 
Corollary 3.5. Every absolute or positive extremum is reachable. 
4. Internal moves 
In order for a position to be reachable there must be a sequence of moves leading 
from the initial position to that position. Consider a reachable internal position 
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and such a sequence of moves leading to that position. Since it is given that the 
initial position is extreme, there exists a last extreme position encountered by the 
sequence. From Corollary 3.4 we know that after that last extreme position the 
sequence of moves contains internal moves only. 
Corollary 4.1. For every reachable internal position there is an extremum such that 
that position can be reached from that extremum by a sequence of internal moves. 
A move involving vessels i and i 01 (0 c G 2) is called a positive move if it is i 
i+i@l and a negative move if it is iOl+i. 
Property 4.2. (i) There are no internal moves leaving from an absolute extremum. 
(ii) The only internal move leaving from a positive extremum is a positive move. 
(iii) The only internal move leaving from a negative xtremum is a negative move. 
(iv) There are two internal moves, a positive and a negative one, leaving from an 
internal position. 
Proof. We consider only the least trivial of these cases. 
(iv) Let the position satisfy (cf. (2.9)) 
(ai=OVai=Vi)AO<aiOl<VjOlAO<<i02<Vi02. 
Any internal move in this position must be i + j or j + i (j is i 0 1 or i 02). If ai = 0, 
according to (3.3), it cannot be i +-j. This leaves in that case the internal moves 
i @ I+ i (negative) and i 02 + i (positive). If ai = vi it, similarly, cannot be j + i. This 
leaves i + i 0 1 (positive) and i + i 02 (negative). 0 
Property 4.3. If in the sequence of pourings i + j ; j -* i pouring i + j is an internal 
move, then the sequence leaves the position unchanged. 
Proof. Using the Assignment Rule twice, we find that in order for the final position 
of i+j;j+i tosatisfy 
ai=A r\at=B, (4.1) 
the initial position of i +j; j --, i should satisfy 
min(min(ai + ai, vi) + max(O, ai + aj - vi), vi) = A 
A max(O, min(ai + aj, Vi) + max(0, ai + aj -Vi) -Vi) = B 
which simplifies to 
min(ai + aj, Vi) = A A max(0, ai -I- aj - vi) = B. 
For i +j to be a move the initial position must satisfy (3.3): 
C.Zi>OAaj<Vp 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Every position satisfies (2.5): (ilk: OS k s2: ak = 0 v ak = th&). For i +j to be 
internal such a k must be i or j. Combined with (4.3) this observation yields 
ai = vi v aj = 0. This allows (4.2) to be simplified to (4.1). Hence, i +j; j + i does 
not change the position. q 
Corollary 4.4. If in the sequence of pourings i -P j; j pouring i + j is an internal move, 
then so is j + i. 
(Notice that in the sequence of moves i +j; j + i one move is positive and one 
negative.) 
Consider again a reachable internal position and a sequence of internal moves 
leading from an extremum to that position. Assume that in that sequence there 
occur moves of both types, i.e. both positive and negative ones. Then there are 
two successive moves of different types, say i +j; k + 1. In the position between 
these two moves j-+i is an internal move of the same type as k + 1. Hence, by 
virtue of Property 4.2(iv), k -, I is j + i. These two moves cancel and may be left 
out of the sequence. 
Corollary 4.5. For every reachable internal position there is an extremum from which 
that position can be reached by a sequence of internal moves of one type (all positive 
or all negative). 
If all moves in such a sequence are positive the extremum at the beginning of 
the sequence must be a positive extremum, the latter being the only kind of 
extremum from which a positive internal move leaves. Since there are no positions 
from which more than one positive internal move leaves, the choice of the positive 
extremum determines the whole sequence. Such a sequence cannot encounter the 
same position twice, for such a position would then be the result of two different 
positive internal moves and would, consequently, have two leaving negative internal 
moves. The sequence of positive internal moves must, therefore, end in a position 
without positive internal moves. Since that position was reached by a positive 
internal move, it must have a leaving negative internal move. Hence, the sequence 
must end in a negative extremum. One would encounter the same positions, in 
opposite order, by starting in the appropriate negative extremum and applying 
negative internal moves until a positive extremum is encountered. As a consequence, 
we may restrict ourselves to moves of one type. We choose positive moves. (We 
already had this decision in mind in the asymmetric formulation of (2.10) and (2.1 l).) 
Corollary 4.6. For every reachable internal position and also for every negative 
extremum there exists a positive extremum from which a sequence of positive internal 
moves leads to that position. 
Two sequences of positive internal moves that begin at different positive extrema 
encounter different positions. (The contrary would again imply the existence of a 
position from which two negative internal moves leave.) 
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5. The program 
Every reachable position belongs to exactly one of the following (three) sequences 
of positions and every position in these sequences is reachable: 
(i) The first positions of these sequences are the absolute and the positive 
extrema. 
(ii) If from a position in a sequence a positive internal move leaves, then the 
resulting position of that move is the next position in the sequence. 
(Thus, absolute extrema form sequences of just one position. The other sequences 
begin with a positive extremum and terminate in a negative extremum.) 
The first positions of the sequences are the solutions for i = 0, i = 1, and i = 2 
of (2.10) and (2.11). For each of these three first positions the program determines 
the other positions in the sequence by repeatedly applying positive internal moves, 
maintaining the invariant 
Uj = zlj V aj@l= 0. 
The next positive move must then be j + j 0 1, i.e. 
Uj, Uj~l:=lllaX(O, LZj + aj@l - VjOl), mintaj + aj@l, vj@l)- 
This move is internal only if 0 < Ujo2 < Zlje2. The latter is, therefore, the condition 
that the position has a leaving positive internal move. We formulate the determina- 
tion of the positions in the sequences in terms of guarded commands [2]. 
t:=(Ci: OSiS2Abi: Vi) 
;for i = 0, 1,2 
begin ai:=min(t, Vi) 
; aiQ1:=max(O, t -Vi -Vi& 
; Ui@2:= t - Ui - Ui@l {Ui = Vi V Ui@l= 0) 
; print(a0, al, ~2) 
;j:=i{Uj=vjVUj~l=O) 
;dOO<aj~2<Uj~2+ 
Uj, Uj~l:=IWlX(O, Uj + Uj@l- zlj@l), min(Uj + Uj@l, Vj@l) 
{Uj = 0 V Uj@l = Vj@l} 
; print(a0, al, ~22) 
; if Uj@l = Uj@l + j:= j @ 1 {Uj = Uj} 
DUj=O +j:=j@2 {Uj@l =O} 
fi {Uj = ?Jj V Uj@l = 0) 
od 
end 
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Per step of the inner repetition a reachable position, distinct from all preceding 
ones, is produced. The program’s execution time is thus proportional to the number 
of reachable positions. Since the program has a fixed number of variables and is 
not recursive, the amount of storage required is independent of the number of 
reachable positions. It is a fixed-space program of linear output complexity. 
6. Postscript 
The way in which we have presented our solution does not reflect its discovery. 
When first tackling the problem of the three vessels we looked at it as a search 
problem in a directed graph. When contemplating which arcs were redundant for 
this search, we began interpreting pourings as moves in a three-dimensional space. 
Soon we observed that these moves were confined to a plane and in that plane to 
the intersection of two equilateral triangles. We started to draw pictures of triangles 
and moves (cf. “The three jug problem” in [l]). But in terms of these pictures it 
turned out to be a very difficult to arrive at a convincing argument that the solution 
we had in mind was indeed a correct one. 
We tried to dispense with the pictures, but we made the mistake of still formulating 
our solution in terms of intersecting triangles. Dispensing with pictures by not 
showing them was not sufficient. We had to start all over and look for a different 
formalism in terms of which our solution could be phrased. The discovery of the 
appropriate definitions and properties took us a long time. But as soon as we had 
finished that part of the task the actual coding of the solution was, as the reader 
may have noticed, a trivial affair. Not surprisingly, the resulting program turned out 
to be much cleaner and more concise than the one we had arrived at after our 
analysis in terms of intersecting triangles. 
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